
THEP Geography Project Long-term plan
Overview and rationale
This long-term plan is designed to enable excellent progression in geographical knowledge from KS1

to 3. The curriculum provides a rigorous, knowledge-rich grounding in all aspects of the subject,

enabling children to understand the world in which they live, with its complexity, beauty and

challenges.

The scope of the curriculum is not only to meet but to exceed the National Curriculum, for example

by including substantially more than the minimum case studies of small areas in KS1 and contrasting

regions in KS2, and knowledge on additional geography topics such as health, conflict and

globalisation in KS3.

Development of the curriculum has prioritised careful selection and sequencing of knowledge, skills

and case studies in order to build on preceding learning and to create readiness for new learning in

an ordered manner.

Students will not only develop an excellent understanding of the discipline of geography but will also

be equipped with key vocabulary and ideas to support their learning in other subjects (such as

English and Mathematics) and to develop the cultural capital needed for life and work.

The curriculum is underpinned by key concepts in geography that enable students to understand the

particular concerns and questions of the discipline. We focus on recognising and describing diversity

between and within different places and environments in KS1, then we add understanding the nature

and processes of change and the interactions within and between the human and physical aspects of

the world in KS2 and 3.

Geographical enquiry skills including graphicacy (use of maps and images) are integrated throughout

all key stages so that they can be introduced and practised repeatedly in a range of geographical

learning contexts. The purpose of skill development is seen as supporting geographical learning

rather than as an end in itself.

Case studies are selected to balance breadth and depth of understanding about the world. In KS1

these are mostly at a local scale, while in KS2 and 3 case studies are at a range of scales (local,

regional, national and international). There is a particular focus on understanding the local area

(Tower Hamlets in the context of London) but also on contrasting places in the UK and

internationally, such as Bangladesh. The curriculum aims to develop students’ locational framework

for the UK and the world (KS1); UK, Europe, North and South America (KS2); Asia, Middle East and

Africa (KS3).

Through the combination of case studies in thematic units and place-based units, we provide

opportunities to develop students’ locational knowledge and their understanding and sense(s) of

place. We aim to balance breadth of knowledge and coverage of places with depth of understanding

the context and links between places. By the end of KS3, we aim for children to build the locational

framework and understanding necessary for adults living in an interconnected and multi-cultural

world.

Opportunities for synthesis are offered at the end of Years 2, 4, 6 and 9 in order to draw together

geographical knowledge, important concepts and geographical skills learned over the preceding

years.
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THEP Geography Curriculum units at a glance
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THEP Geography Long-term plan

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3

Reception1 Understanding the world: Our street Understanding the world: People and places Understanding the world: Journeys

Year 1 Where do we live?

Countries and capitals of UK, continents, small
area case study: Tower Hamlets, contrasting
area case study: New Forest.

Fieldwork, mapwork (compass directions,
location of features, drawing simple map), UK
map (countries and cities), world map/globe
(continents), aerial photos

City, village, house, forest, river

(settlement 1) Diversity

Where do we work?

Types of work (including farming, making things,
shops, offices); small area case study: Tower
Hamlets; contrasting area case study: Rural
Bangladesh

Fieldwork (local centre of employment), mapwork
(compass directions, location of features), UK and
world map/globe

Factory, farm, soil, office, shop
(Ec gg 1, landscapes 1) Diversity

Going to the seaside!

UK coastal landforms (including beach, cliff,
bay, headland) and tourism (seaside holidays);
small area case study: Southend; contrasting
area case study: Whitby

Fieldwork (if poss), mapwork, UK map (seas),
aerial photos

Beach, cliff, coast, port, town, harbour, sea,
ocean (Coasts 1; ec gg 2) Diversity

Year 2 What’s the weather like?

UK weather types (including temperature,
rainfall, snow, storms); seasons in UK; basic
world climate (including temperate, polar,
tropical); overseas contrasts: Amazon,
Bangladesh, North Pole.

World map (continents and oceans, Equator,
N/S Poles), Thematic map, atlas, globe

Season, weather (weather & climate 1)
Diversity

Rainforest encounter

Ecosystems (including plants and animals, food
chain); climate; small area case study: village in
Amazon (including daily life)

Photos, aerial photos, drawing a simple map with
key, atlas, world map

Vegetation, soil (Eco 1) Diversity

Where shall we go today? (synthesis)

Reinforcement of all KS1 knowledge and skills
so far. Following students’ interests in places
to visit – UK and world (local scale). Asking
questions, finding information, presenting
findings. Comparing and contrasting (e.g.
hotter/colder; hilly/flat; coast/inland).

World map, UK map, globe, atlas, mapwork,
enquiry skills

Hill, mountain, valley. Diversity

Year 3 Exploring the UK

Reinforcing KS1 learning and extending. UK
overview at more detailed level (counties and
cities, geographical regions and key human
and physical characteristics, mountainous
areas); Home region: London, contrasting

Water resources

River processes and landforms (on a named river
e.g. Thames, Ganges); Providing fresh water (UK).
Water cycle (including evaporation, condensation,
precipitation, rivers, seas, lakes).

Hazardous earth

Structure of the earth; tectonic hazards
including earthquakes and volcanoes;
distribution of tectonic hazards; overview of
other hazards; Living with hazards.

1 Reception is included here to reinforce its importance in starting the geography learning journey, but we recognise that planning is approached in a different way at this stage, so unit plans
are not included. However, Year 1 teachers must liaise with Reception teachers to build on the foundation each year.
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region: Scottish Highlands, land use, change in
these areas.

Thematic maps, UK map, mapwork (describing
location, 8 point compass, sketch maps)

(settlement 2, Ec Gg 3, landscapes 2)

Types of settlement, land use, economic
activity Diversity

Mapwork (4-figure grid references, OS symbols and
key), UK map (rivers), ground and aerial photos

(Rivers 1; natural resources 1, w & c 2)

Rivers, water cycle, distribution natural resources,
water Interaction

World maps/globe/atlas, thematic maps,
computer mapping

(Hazards 1)

Volcanoes, earthquakes Interaction

Year 4 South America

Overview (environmental regions, key physical
and human characteristics, countries, major
cities); Biomes (including link back to
rainforest); Region: NE Brazil, city in SE Brazil,
issues of urban growth

Thematic maps, atlas, globe,
latitude/longitude, time zones, graph

(settlement 4, Ec Gg 4, landscapes 3)

Biomes, mountains Diversity

Is there enough food?

Biomes (review of world biomes, opportunities for
farming); climate zones (review and more detail)
agriculture and its challenges, including responding
to drought, soil; food issues (famine and wastage,
transporting food, sustainable farming)

Thematic maps, mapwork, enquiry skills, world
map, graphs

(Eco 2, Ec Gg 5, w & c 3, natural resources 2)

Climate zones, vegetation belts, food Interaction

Cities of the future (synthesis)

Urban growth, megacities, advantages and
issues, migration, sustainability. (e.g. London,
Dhaka, Dubai)

Reinforcement of all KS2 skills so far. Asking
questions, finding information, presenting
findings.

World map, computer mapping, line graph,
futures, describing distribution.

(Settlement 3; natural resources 3) Change

Year 5 Europe

Overview (environmental regions, key physical
and human characteristics, countries, major
cities); Region: S. Spain; contrasting region:
Alps (including tourism, challenges).

Thematic maps, atlas/globe, climate graph,
using photos

(settlement 5, Ec Gg 6, landscapes 4) Diversity

Will the sea take over?

Coastal landforms (revision from KS1 plus arch,
cave, stack, spit) and processes (erosion,
transportation, deposition), coastal defence
including sea wall and groynes, impact of climate
change.

Enquiry and fieldwork skills, mapwork (6-figure grid
references, OS symbols and key), UK map (coasts)

(Coasts 2) Change

Energy issues

Non-renewable and renewable energy, issues,
sustainability. Introduction to causes and
effects of climate change. Case studies: UK
and Kenya.

Thematic maps, satellite images, data skills,
graphs.

(natural resources 4) energy Interaction

Year 6 Follow the thing

The production of everyday items (e.g.
following the production of a mobile phone
from components in different countries);

North America

Overview (environmental regions, key physical and
human characteristics, countries, major cities,
deserts); Region: Canadian Rockies; contrasting

Dynamic planet (synthesis)

Reinforcement of all KS2 knowledge and skills
so far. Following students’ interests in how
the world is changing (UK, Europe, N/S
America).  Asking questions, finding
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resource issues: mineral; trade links, UK
shopping patterns and impacts.

World map, thematic maps, data skills.

(resource issues 5; Ec Gg 7)

Trade links, minerals Interaction

region: Florida (including ecosystems and tourism)
plus a place in Central America/Caribbean.

World maps/atlas, thematic maps, time zones,
latitude/longitude.

(Eco 3, landscapes 5) Diversity

information, presenting findings. Comparing
and contrasting how different places and
environments are changing. Change

Enquiry skills, maps, atlas, digital technologies

Red = key themes in geography in KS1-2; Blue = key geography vocabulary named in NC (first major point of encounter only) in KS1 and 2. See vocabulary and skills

overviews for more detail across key stages.

Green = underlying geographical concept foregrounded in planning (other concepts will be relevant too)

[See next page for KS3]
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Year 7 The world at work
Economic activities: local to global, including
primary, secondary, tertiary, quaternary (also
review of geographical skills from KS2)

Data presentation, OS maps, fieldwork
Diversity

The world around us
Biomes and climate zones reviewing KS2 work
and adding hot deserts and tundra.

Thematic maps, Climate graphs Diversity

Changing planet: Urbanisation
Processes and issues with urban growth including
case studies from South and East Asia, Middle East

Satellite photos, online mapping Change

South and East Asia
Overview of S and E Asia (including China and
India), human and physical characteristics, focus on
a region in China and India

Atlas work, thematic maps Diversity

Changing planet: Tectonic hazards
Building on KS2 and Asia work, structure of
the earth, types of plate boundaries, types of
volcanoes, tsunami

Digital mapping, thematic maps, data
presentation skills Interaction

Whatever the weather
Building on KS2 weather and climate work,
including pressure and frontal systems,
factors affecting UK climate, weather hazards

Climate graphs Interaction

Year 8 Changing planet: Migration and identity

Population growth and migration, UK ethnic
diversity (GIS), ways of thinking about identity

Data presentation, thematic maps Change

Landscapes and change

Review and extension of erosion from KS2,
weathering, rocks, soil, geological timescales,
glaciation, polar deserts

OS maps, aerial photos Change

Diverse Africa
Overview of human and physical characteristics of
Africa, focus on Egypt (including hot deserts),
Nigeria (rainforest and an urban region), South
Africa (rural and urban region). Use of natural
resources and conflicting views. Links between
Africa and other continents over time (migration,
urbanisation, trade, identity).

Atlas work, thematic maps Diversity, Interaction

Changing planet: Development
Quantitative skills focus, different indicators
of development (GIS), links to previous place
studies, sustainable development.

Data presentation skills Change

Changing planet: Rivers and coasts
Review and extension of KS2 work on rivers
and coasts, erosion, link to flood hazards and
planning choices in UK. Change

OS maps, aerial photos, GIS, fieldwork

Year 9 Central Asia and the Middle East
(including Russia) Overview of human and
physical characteristics, application of
development work, deserts, use of natural
resources (e.g. water).

Atlas work, thematic maps Diversity

Globalisation
Global trade and flows (building on KS2),
migration, who benefits and why?

GIS, data presentation skills Change,
interaction

Geographies of conflict
Conflict over natural resources, territory, terrorism
(9/11), world organisations for peace.

Thematic maps, atlas work Interaction

Changing planet: climate change

World climate, atmospheric systems, enhanced
greenhouse effect (local and global impact), futures

Data presentation skills Change

Geographies of health
Global to local trends in health and access to
healthcare (GIS); Coronavirus and obesity
case studies Interaction

Data presentation skills, fieldwork

Independent enquiry

Synthesis activity using knowledge, skills and
ways of thinking as a geographer developed
over KS3 to research a geographical issue of
interest to the student. Asking questions,
finding information, presenting findings.

GIS = Geographical Information Systems; Green – suggested disciplinary concepts for focus in planning. Unit plans for Year 7 have been developed.
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